Helping Micros
Cultivate Success
An affordable technology solution
for micro producers
We’ve made it our business to understand the needs of micros and
have developed affordable business technology for you. Our micro
rates give you a seed-to-sale solution that is sustainable for small
operations.
AirMed Cloud software integrates all business resources and
functions from facilities and inventories through to financials and
personnel management. With unique features designed specifically
for the cannabis industry, AirMed unifies operations in a streamlined
interface to let you focus on optimizing your business while
managing all aspects of compliance.
Workflows, fine-tuned for the way micros operate, are easy to learn
and simple to use. AirMed’s flexibility lets you manage individual
plants or groups of plants at any point in the growth and drying process. Manage batches across multiple rooms and
move or harvest plants individually when they’re ready. You can even turn off parts of the system that you’re not
using so users can navigate processes easier. Data visualization tools provide insight for quality, yields, sales and
profitability for unmatched business intelligence. And AirMed automates much of the work for Health Canada
CTLS, StatsCan, and CRA monthly reporting with pre-built compliance reports updated as regulations change.
But our commitment to helping micros succeed doesn’t stop there. We’ve sourced hardware from our Ecosystem
partners for a turn-key technology solution that provides affordable equipment to help you increase efficiency and
profitability. Our services partners are available if you need help at any stage from licensing through quality
management and beyond.

When time and resources are at a premium,
AirMed is the best value for your small business.
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Cultivate Efficiency,
Insight and Profits
AirMed Cloud Software
A streamlined interface lets you focus on optimizing
your business while managing all aspects of
compliance.
✓

Growing & crop management

✓

Quality control & laboratory information

✓

Processing & manufacturing

✓

Sales & shipping

✓

Staffing & learning management

✓

Reporting, auditing & compliance

Ecosystem Hardware
AirMed offers the tools you need in the office, the greenhouse or on
the loading dock. Each product selected is carefully chosen based on
its ability to provide value, lower production costs and increase
competitiveness for AirMed customers. You create the package
that’s right for you.
✓

Printers: desktop and portable barcode and label printers

✓

Scales: accurate scales are critical for meeting compliance

✓

Sensors: pre-configured to send data to AirMed Cloud

✓

Detection: sampling & identification for detection & protection

✓

Tablets: pre-configured industrial ruggedized tablets

Business Services
We're helping microproducers cultivate success at all
stages of their businesses with direct services and
through partnerships with service providers and
consultants.
✓

Custom integration

✓

Consulting services

✓

Online marketplace

✓

Ecommerce & shipping

AirMed offers the tools you need in the office, the greenhouse and on the loading dock.
Contact us today to create the ideal technology ecosystem for your cannabis business
by calling 1-877-313-2442 or emailing info@airmed.ca.
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